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statistics
and
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analysis
The author describes the debt reporting system and the efforts being made to improve it.
Thomas M. Klein

The foreign debt of a developing country
plays a complex role in its economic
affairs: a country will borrow to finance
a development program in the hope of
accelerating its economic growth. At the
same time, the growth of external debt
requires adequate growth in the amount
of foreign exchange earnings which must
be devoted to debt service. Consequently,
a country must weigh the economic benefits of proposed foreign borrowings
against the economic costs of servicing
this debt in the future.
External debt management policies of
member countries have always been a
matter of concern to the World Bank.
Each country borrowing from the World
Bank Group is required to make regular
annual reports on the status of each of
its individual public and publicly guaranteed foreign debts. The Bank staff makes
frequent systematic studies of the debt
problem of each borrowing country, using
these debt statistics plus a data bank of
general macroeconomic and foreign trade
data. And the Bank staff occasionally prepares studies of the external debt situation of the developing world. The results
are often imprecise because of the poor
quality of the supporting data, and so the
staff makes a continuing effort to assist
member countries in improving the quality of their basic statistics.
The macroeconomic analysis relating
economic growth to foreign borrowing

and external debt management begins
with a review of the manner in which
past and prospective capital formation is
financed through domestic savings and
foreign capital. To achieve a target growth
rate (and to finance the required investment level) projected external borrowing
requirements depend on the country's
capacity to save and on the expected
development of imports and exports.
These variables may be analyzed in the
context of quantitative models on which
projections are based.
In such projections, account must be
taken of the estimated future foreign borrowing requirements, the terms on which
foreign capital is likely to be available,
and the debt service obligations on existing debt. Borrowing from external sources
to help finance development is intended
to bring about growth of output and
income which will generate growth of
domestic savings and export earnings.
This may enable a developing country to
eliminate the need for resource transfers
from abroad and, subsequently, to make
net repayments on foreign loans. But this
may only come about after many years or
decades and in some cases may never
take place. In any event a country must
be concerned with how to meet its debt
service obligations. Economists must
study the continuous layering of new
debt service obligations on top of old
ones to see whether the country will
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Chart 1.
Growth and debt models require integrating external public debt statistics, balance of payments
statistics, and national accounts through achieving correspondence in related items

Source: UN SlatlBllcal Office, Yearbook
ot National Account Statistics

Source: IMF, Balance ot Payments Yearbook

Note: In the IMF Balance of Payments Yearbook "private long-term
capital" includes borrowing by government enterprises. Also, borrowing by private enterprises with a government guarantee is not iden-

Source: IBRD, World Debt Tables

tified separately In either the balance of payments or in external
public debt s t a t i s t i c s 'or mosl countries. These problems ol definition
hamper the reconciliation of debt and balance ol payments statistics.

remain capable of meeting these obliga- flows recorded in the balance of payments as are being used in the goods and servtions during a period for which reasonable must be consistent with the figures for ices account of the balance of payments.
foresight can be assumed.
net capital flows derived from statements The required links between these two
Policy adjustments will be required if of external debt. No matter how good sets of economic accounts are shown in
the future debt service obligations which the design of econometric or other analy- Chart 1. In practice, they may differ subwould result from a country's proposed sis, the results can be no better than the stantially; the national income and proddevelopment plan appear to strain its reliability of the underlying basic data.
uct accounts are usually prepared by a
projected available resources from foreign
country's central statistical office while
borrowing and domestic savings. Some External transactions: national ac- balance of payments accounts are usually
countries may be obliged to seek foreign counts vs. balance of payments
compiled by the central bank.
financing on softer terms so as to reduce
When one wishes to examine the relaDifferences in coverage often arise
the magnitude of the claim on export tionship of foreign trade in goods and because the two sets of accounts were
earnings imposed by debt service. When services in the context of total production originally established for different purthis is not possible, development strate- and expenditure, one turns to the national poses. For example, the central bank of a
gies will have to be altered so that there income and product accounts. There, net country is primarily concerned with forwill be a reduced dependence on foreign exports of goods and services appears as eign exchange management, and so for
borrowing.
one of the components of expenditure on many countries the balance of payments
Such important policy decisions require gross national product. Since foreign trade evolved from an exchange record. The
a sound statistical base. One must be must be examined within the context of a foreign trade figures derived from an
able to relate data about savings, invest- relationship between gross national prod- exchange record would differ conceptually
ment, and foreign trade from the national uct, growth, and foreign borrowing, it is from foreign trade figures used in the
accounts and from the balance of pay- necessary to use the same data in the national accounts (normally taken from
ments. Likewise, historical data on capital external sector of the national accounts customs data). A strong effort has been
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made to bring these accounts together by
the procedures set forth in the United
Nations in its System of National
Table 1.
Accounts and by the International MoneMagnitude of discrepancies for
tary Fund in its Balance of Payments
external transactions of 32
African countries between naManual. However, major differences still
tional accounts statistics and
persist for many countries.
balance of payments statistics,
An illustration of the magnitude of this
1960-72
problem is a study of the comparability
For
of trade statistics between the national
exports
and
For
For
accounts and the balance of payments
imports exports imports
for African countries which was made by
of
of
of
Difference
goods goods
goods
the UN Economic Commission for Africa
in
and
and
and
estimates
services services services
(UN/ECA). Examining the national income and product accounts and the bal11
18
9
less than 5%
ance of payments statistics for 32 African
10
9
4
5 to 10%
6
3
10 to 20%
5
countries for the period 1960-72, UN/
1
2
20 to 30%
2
ECA reported that only 18 had discrepan4
7
5
30% or more
cies smaller than 10 per cent for exports
IsT
Total
32
32
and imports (see Table 1). For 7 countries,
the discrepancy was exceptionally large:
Source: United Nations, Economic Commission for Africa, Statistical a/id Economic
30 per cent or more.
Information Bulletin tor Africa, No. 4, 1973.
The results of this study were presented
Note: Comparisons are for goods and nonto the Conference of African Statisticians
factor services only; i.e., investment income
payments and receipts are excluded.
in November 1973, a bi-annual meeting of
the chief statisticians of each country
belonging to UN/ECA. The importance
of improving the linkage between these
accounts was recognized, and work is
now going on to pinpoint the differences teed by the public sector which have an
in accounting procedures which have led original or extended maturity of more
to these problems of incompatibility and than one year. It was decided at an early
to obtain agreement on a standard ap- date to collect information on individual
proach. This work is being aided by obligations rather than rely upon aggretechnical assistance provided to national gated statistics submitted by the reporting
statistical offices through the United countries. For some of the larger counNations Statistical Office and by a small tries, with public enterprises receiving
group of Regional Statistical Advisors on considerable financing through suppliers
the permanent staff of UN/ECA. (The credits, this has meant that a very
International Monetary Fund provides large number of loans is reported upon.
courses in balance of payments account- For Argentina, there is a total of approxiing for balance of payments technicians, mately 3,400 public or publicly guaranand Fund staff visit member countries teed loans; for Mexico there are about
to offer technical assistance in designing 2,600.
balance of payments accounting procedures.)

The reporting procedure
At the end of each calendar quarter, a
country reports each new loan contracted.
At the end of the calendar year, countries
are asked to report transactions under each
outstanding loan; the amount of commitment (for new loans), the amount disbursed, cancellations, interest and amortization payments, and the status of
arrears (if any). For countries which have
many debts, debt reporting is a major
responsibility; the formidable task of
storing, retrieving, and organizing these
data is handled on the Bank's computer.
The figures that the Bank Group
derives from these reports on debt outstanding are unique in the sense that
there are no other figures on debt with
which they can be compared. However,
from the reports on debt outstanding are
derived the reports of disbursements and
commitments. It is these figures that
the Bank staff normally uses for net
capital flows in projections because they
are more detailed than capital flow data
contained in the balance of payments;
and, being derived from debt reports, they
are consistent with the data on the stock
of debt outstanding.
However, if the figures for net capital
flows derived from the external debt
reports are to be used in a balance of
payments context, obviously there must
be a good correspondence with the figures
for net capital flows contained in the
balance of payments itself. Unfortunately,
this is not always the case. A study was
made in late 1973 of the comparability of
capital flow statistics between the external
debt reports to the Bank and the definitive balance of payments statistics published in the Fund Balance of Payments
"Yearbook for the 21 countries which
account for three quarters of the total

Consistency of aid flow information
The World Bank staff provides some
technical assistance in the area of national accounts. In recent years, there
have been special Bank technical assistance missions to Indonesia, Iran, Sudan,
and Tunisia, but the availability of Bank
staff for such activity is limited. Where
the Bank Group is equipped to make a
major contribution in the area of harmonization of external economic statistics
is with regard to data on capital flows
through its work in collecting and processing external debt statistics.
The Bank collects statistics on the debt
of the public sector and on debts guaran-
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"a number of countries do
not have an experienced
public administration
system and have some
major accounting problems'

external debt of all developing countries.
It was found that only five had reasonably
compatible data. For seven countries in
this group, the differences are so substantial that when one attempts to use capital
flow figures derived from external debt
reports with the other elements of the
balance of payments, a large residual
error is introduced, year-to-year changes
which overwhelm the changes in the
known elements of the capital account.
For these countries, conventional growth
and debt models have only a limited
usefulness.
Reconciling debt and balance of
payments figures
Reconciling external debt and balance
of payments figures for capital flows is a
joint project of the Economic and Social
Data Division in the Bank and of the
Balance of Payments Division in the
Fund. The reconciliation work begins with
each institution writing to its respective
correspondent (normally, the ministry of
finance regarding debt data and the central bank regarding balance of payments
data), and urging these agencies to compare the underlying records of their
respective reports. Since the debt data are
reported to the Bank in a completely disaggregated fashion whereas most countries supply relatively aggregated data to
the Fund in their balance of payments
reports, it is convenient to begin by starting with the external debt reports and
comparing these figures with the basic
source material used to compile the balance of payments. This work is facilitated
by making further comparisons with creditor country data reported to the Bank
by lending countries which are members
of the OECD Development Assistance
Committee.
The country economists of both the
Bank and the Fund are aware of these
statistical problems, and they try to
follow-up on the technical correspondence
when they visit the country concerned
during routine economic missions. When
requested, the Fund or the Bank may send

a staff member to the country with the
specific job of trying to harmonize these
two sets of data.
Investigations of discrepancies in capital flow statistics have revealed some
common problems in filing debt reports
with the World Bank. There are a number of countries which do not have an
experienced public administration system
and which have some major accounting
problems. One difficult problem is gathering information on suppliers credits
received by public enterprises. In the
North African countries, for example,
both the number of companies which
secure direct external finance in this manner and the number of individual obligations is large. The accounting offices in
each borrowing agency need to be aware
of the necessity of recording data on
foreign borrowing in a format which will
permit ready aggregation into national
reports, and the central government statistical agency must be able to handle the
volume of data received. These are both
formidable problems.
A second common source of difficulty
arises with respect to recording loans
from the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics and other Council for Mutual Economic Assistance (CMEA) countries. These
loans are most often arranged under a
"frame agreement" which specifies the
amount and purpose of assistance to be
given and the terms of repayments. At
later dates, specific loans are arranged to
finance individual projects. Each one of
these latter agreements has its own disbursement and debt service schedule.
Countries receiving substantial economic
assistance from CMEA countries often
have difficulty in identifying individual
loan agreements. They then attempt to
estimate disbursements and debt service
obligations with respect to the frame
agreement itself. Substantial discrepancies
can arise in this manner.
Many countries have great trouble in
compiling debt reports even when only
a small number of debts are involved.
This reflects the general problem of developing a statistical service. Clerical staffs
often lack training. In many statistical
offices, there are not enough qualified
people in intermediate level posts. This
is the most serious problem; if trained
people can be found at the intermediate
and junior levels they in turn can train
and motivate the clerical staff.
In the interim, many serious problems in organizing financial and other
statistics must be dealt with. In a number
of national external debt offices, there is
still the problem of establishing orderly

ledgers where centralized records of transactions on government loans can be maintained in a systematic manner.
For many countries, the problem of
consistency between external debt reports
and the balance of payments is in part
administrative. Since the balance of payments is usually compiled by the central
bank and the external debt statistics by
the finance ministry, much progress could '
be made simply if the responsible officers
of the two separate statistical offices
would make it a matter of importance of
working together on eliminating discrepancies in their respective aid-flow data.
The Bank's role
The Bank staff responsible for external
debt statistics is making a continuous
effort to work with reporting countries to
improve their external debt reporting systems. Correspondence regarding questions
on a country's debt report is the first step;
often problems can be solved through an
exchange of letters. Technical assistance is
a second method. When a country is
having difficulty in developing an external
debt reporting system or when significant
new problems arise in a system's operation, it is often possible for a Bank staff
member to visit the country. Alternatively, officials from the reporting countries may visit the Bank.
A third approach has been to organize
regional conferences for those responsible
for compiling external debt statistics. Such
conferences have been organized jointly
with regional development banks. The
first was held at the Asian Development
Bank in November 1971 and the second
at the Inter-American Development Bank
in April 1973. A third conference is now
being arranged with the African Development Bank. These conferences have been
useful in a number of ways. The Bank
staff was able to explain features of its
reporting requirements which have not
been well understood to a number of people. Individuals from the various national
statistical offices have had the opportunity
of sharing their experiences and problems.
In turn, the Bank has learned much on
how its debt reporting system might be
modified or expanded.
There is considerable confidence that
these joint efforts between the World
Bank and the national statistical offices
responsible for preparing reports on external debt, balance of payments, and
national accounts will result in the development of mutually consistent data which
will improve the ability of economists in
studying the financial implications of
development policy.
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